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Liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) of biomolecules inspires the construction of protocells and drives the formation of cellular membraneless organelles. The resulting biomolecular condensates featuring dynamic assembly, disassembly, and phase transition play significant roles in a series of biological processes, including RNA metabolism, DNA damage response, signal transduction and neurodegenerative disease. Intensive investigations have been conducted for understanding and manipulating intracellular phase-separated disease-related proteins (e.g., FUS, tau and TDP-43). Herein, we review current studies on the regulation strategies of intracellular LLPS focusing on FUS, which are categorized into physical stimuli, biochemical modulators, and protein structural modifications, with summarized molecular mechanisms. This review is expected to provide a sketch of the modulation of FUS LLPS with its pros and cons, and an outlook for the potential clinical treatments of neurodegenerative diseases.

1. Introduction

Liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) underlies the formation of coacervate protocells and intracellular membraneless organelles. Coacervate microdroplets based on LLPS were hypothesized to be relevant to the origin of life on the Earth by Oparin early in the 1930s. In the past decade, coacervates have been studied extensively as protocells/synthetic cells due to their abilities of compartmentalization, molecular enrichment, reaction localization and enhancement, active growth and division, communication as well as artificial predation and phagocytosis, protocell–natural cell interaction, intracellular delivery, protocol-based microactuator translocation, and network-driven signal processing. On the other side, the membraneless organelles based on intracellular condensation were known since the discovery of liquid-like P granules in dividing embryos of Caenorhabditis elegans by Hyman and Brangwynne et al. These liquid-like organelles without membranes as a typical intracellular compartmentalization form, such as nucleoli, Cajal bodies, stress granules, and P bodies, are widely associated with cellular environmental sensing, transcription regulation, DNA damage repairing, RNA processing and transportation, neurotransmitter release, innate immunity, and the episode of neurodegenerative diseases in organisms.
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Membranless organelles are demonstrated to be formed by the LLPS of proteins and nucleic acids with multivalent interactions, which can be categorized into three cases.\textsuperscript{40,41} First, proteins that contain low complexity (LC) domains, also named intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), have high potential to undergo phase separation, such as fused in sarcoma (FUS), LAF1 and Ddx4. This phase separation is driven by the dynamic and multivalent interactions from the inherent disordered structures and multiple binding sites, including cation–π, electrostatic, hydrophobic interactions, etc.\textsuperscript{42} Second, specific protein interactions can likewise induce LLPS, and are identified in the condensates of NCK and N-WASP proteins with their repeating SH3 domains and PRM domains, respectively.\textsuperscript{43}

Third, nucleic acid-mediated phase separation is driven by unspecific electrostatic attraction or specific DNA/RNA–protein binding.\textsuperscript{44}

FUS as a representative RNA-binding protein distributes in nuclear and cytoplasmic condensates, involving in the formation of stress granules and modulation of RNA processes.\textsuperscript{45} With a high intrinsic propensity to self-assemble, FUS undergoes LLPS and further liquid–solid phase transition (LSPT) when pathological cells form irreversible amyloid fibers under environmental stress, which have been closely associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD).\textsuperscript{46,47} These neurodegenerative diseases can be avoided by preventing persistent accumulation of biocondensates.\textsuperscript{48} In this review, we focus on the modulation of LLPS using the FUS system as a representative. By introducing the structure of FUS, clarifying the driving forces of LLPS and summarizing the physical, chemical and biological tools for phase separation regulation, we intend to evaluate these general strategies to leverage our understanding for the development of potential preventing methods for neurodegenerative diseases and provide a basic research pathway for LLPS-related proteins and diseases.
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2. Structure and phase separation of FUS

Full-length FUS containing 526 residues is usually divided into seven parts, that is, a disordered N-terminal domain (NTD) of LC enriched in serine, tyrosine, glycine and glutamine (QGSY) residues, three arginine–glycine–glycine-rich domains (RGG), an RNA recognition motif (RRM), a zinc-finger domain (ZnF) and a proline–tyrosine nuclear localization sequence (PY-NLS) (Fig. 1a).\textsuperscript{49} FUS LC (residues 1–163 or 1–214) and RGG are the crucial regions that drive phase separation (Fig. 1b).\textsuperscript{30,50} The former has few charged residues but is rich in hydrophobic residues (such as tyrosine), driving LLPS and amyloid aggregation independently. The latter mediates self-association and nucleic acid binding through charged arginine residues.

Cation–π interaction between arginine and tyrosine is the main driving force for the LLPS of FUS.\textsuperscript{50} Moreover, other non-covalent interactions including the π–π interaction, hydrophobic interaction, electrostatic interaction, hydrogen bonding and dipole–dipole interaction are also considered to promote condensation (Fig. 1c). To better understand these interactions, sequence analysis tools with algorithms are used to predict the physicochemical properties of FUS (Fig. 1d), including the predictions of the intrinsic disorder region (IUPred), prion-like region (PLD), fold index (FOLD), π–π and hydrophobicity interaction (π–π and HYDRO), distribution of charged residues of net charge per residue (NCPR) and fraction of charged residues (FCRs). These methods have been well reviewed by Alberti, Gladfelter and Mittag.\textsuperscript{52}

The formation of FUS coacervates can be observed \textit{in vivo} by overexpressing the GFP-tagged FUS in HeLa cells (Fig. 1e).\textsuperscript{53} Not only in mammalian cells but also in eukaryotic fungus yeast and prokaryotic bacteria \textit{E. coli}, FUS are expressed and purified.\textsuperscript{54,55} FUS condensates are investigated \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} due to the common mechanism of phase separation. As shown in Fig. 1f, purified FUS can also undergo LLPS in certain buffers.\textsuperscript{51} Furthermore, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and droplet fusing experiments are widely used to identify the liquid-like properties of FUS condensates.\textsuperscript{46,56–58}

3. Modulation of FUS phase separation by physical stimulation

The physical conditions of the external environment in which organisms live have significant impacts on the physiological processes. Cells respond to environmental stimuli by visco-adaptation,\textsuperscript{59} ion transportation,\textsuperscript{60} membrane potential alteration,\textsuperscript{61} and membraneless organelle formation.\textsuperscript{31} Intracellular dynamic phase separation of FUS implicates in RNA metabolic pathways including transcription, pre-mRNA splicing and miRNA processing,\textsuperscript{45} which can be modulated by the environmental factors, \textit{e.g.}, temperature, pressure and light. These physical stimuli regulate the LLPS of FUS by changing the inter- and intramolecular interactions, protein conformations
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and modular aggregations, whose process can also be utilized to study the kinetics, mechanisms and applications of condensates. Temperature and pressure are outstanding for their insignificant alteration of the original compositions of the systems, although they may bring side effects to cellular functions, while light modulation is relatively complicated for the requirement of protein restructuring and genetic modification.

3.1 Temperature

FUS protein exhibits thermal-responsive LLPS, whose temperature-concentration phase diagram defines one- and two-phase regimes with the phase boundary exhibiting an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) (Fig. 2a). A decrease in temperature favours the condensation of FUS since the contribution of increased molecular interactions at lower temperatures is greater than that of entropic reduction during phase separation. The temperature-induced FUS phase separation is commonly characterized by turbidity and optical/fluorescence microscopy due to the generation of micron-sized spherical droplets.

Although the reversible formation of FUS coacervates by temperature cycling has been widely observed, the thermodynamic processes are less discussed. Parekh et al. reported that FUS LC condensates generated through different thermal treatments have two states of molecular organization, i.e., the kinetically trapped state (KTS) and untrapped state (KUTS). FUS condensates in the KTS are obtained by incubation at 4°C for 8 h and show distinct boundaries when they come in contact with one another (Fig. 2b, 1 to 2), while the KUTS condensates are formed by an irreversible annealing process of heating KTS condensates to 40°C followed by cooling to room temperature (Fig. 2b, 2 to 4). Unlike KTS condensates, KUTS condensates can fuse and reversibly form under temperature cycles (Fig. 2b, 3 to 4). Thermal annealing of KTS condensates allows FUS LC proteins to escape the kinetic trap and reconfigure a more favourable thermodynamic state. The authors find that temperature alteration during the condensation process can significantly affect the distribution of amino acids in the condensates. As a result, proteins in KTS condensates expose more hydrophobic residues and have increased β-sheet conformation toward the aqueous buffer than those in KUTS condensates, leading to the formation of more hydrophobic interfaces and inhibition of fusion. Moreover, tyrosines in KTS condensates show increased hydrogen bonding with other...
tyrosines, resulting in stronger protein–protein interactions and more crowded internal environments.

3.2 Pressure

Pressure modulates the phase separation of FUS towards the thermodynamic equilibrium state in which protein favours the folding structure with the lowest Gibbs free energy, leading to redistribution of amino acids.64 The behaviours of FUS under varying hydrostatic pressure can be explained using a molar excess function of $dT_c/dP = TV^E_m/H^E_m$, where $T_c$ is the critical solution temperature and $V^E_m$ and $H^E_m$ are the molar excess volume and the molar excess enthalpy of the mixture, respectively.65 FUS as a phase separation protein with UCST has positive $H^E_m$. $dT_c/dP$ and $V^E_m$ of FUS are negative on the low-pressure side and positive on the high-pressure side. Thus, the LLPS of FUS is first inhibited and then promoted with increasing hydrostatic pressure as shown in the pressure–temperature phase diagram (Fig. 2c), resulting in low-pressure LLPS (LP-LLPS) and high-pressure LLPS (HP-LLPS).

Pressure not only changes the packing structure of the protein in coacervates but also adjusts molecular interactions. For example, increasing pressure reduces the electrostatic interactions, and meanwhile enhances the cation–π and hydrophobic interactions, generating coacervates with more condensed configurations. Moreover, the formation and vanishing cycling of FUS coacervates can be realized by pressure-jump at certain temperatures in vitro.66 As shown in Fig. 2d, the turbidity jumps reflect the reversible formation of LP- and HP-LLPS condensates between 0.001–1.2 kbar and 2.0–3.1 kbar, respectively. The vanishing half-life time ($t_1/2$) of HP-LLPS is 20-fold longer than that of LP-LLPS, which is consistent with the result that HP-LLPS showing stronger molecular interactions and self-association.

3.3 Light

Optogenetic tools have been developed to dynamically modulate intracellular protein interactions, which enable the spatiotemporal control of condensation by light within living cells. Essentially, light-controlled LLPS of FUS proteins is achieved by...
varying the strength of intermolecular interactions by fusing them with light-induced associative/dissociative modules.\textsuperscript{57} These optogenetic platforms are generally classified into light-induced assembly (e.g., optoDroplets and Corelet systems) and light-induced disassembly systems (e.g., PixELLs system), which have been utilized in the fields of artificial organelle construction,\textsuperscript{68} biosensing,\textsuperscript{69} transcription regulation,\textsuperscript{70} metabolic adjustment\textsuperscript{71,72} and pathological mechanism studies.\textsuperscript{73,74}

### 3.3.1 OptoDroplets system

The optoDroplets system developed by the Brangwynne group regulates intracellular phase transitions by dynamically tuning the intermolecular homooligomerization (Fig. 3a).\textsuperscript{56} The photoylase homology region of \textit{Arabidopsis thaliana} Cry2 was utilized as the light-induced associative module to establish FUS IDR-Cry2 (FUS\textsubscript{N}-Cry2), which turned into the active state with increasing molecular self-association upon blue light exposure, leading to LLPS (Fig. 3b). The intensity of blue light and the expression levels of FUS\textsubscript{N}-Cry2 are the key factors for the condensation, excessive of which generate high supersaturation of active FUS\textsubscript{N}-Cry2 and result in gelation. Furthermore, enhancement of the condensation can be realized by replacing Cry2 with a mutant Cry2 (E490G), which exhibits a strong clustering effect. Although the optoDroplets system has been used to investigate the biomolecular phase behaviour, the short deactivation time of the optoDroplets system has been used to investigate the biomolecular phase behaviour, the short deactivation time and homotypic interactions of Cry2 and the undefined multivalent ensembles within the optoDroplets system hamper the application of equilibrium thermodynamic concepts with rigorous quantification in living cells.

### 3.3.2 Corelet system

To overcome the above disadvantages, the Corelet system is developed to drive intracellular phase separation quantitatively by using a self-assembling core and a light-responsive core-recruited module, which precisely control the oligomerization state of proteins to elucidate the underlying biophysical mechanisms.\textsuperscript{75} The core is composed of a well-defined multivalent scaffold of human ferritin heavy chain (FTH1) protein subunits, which can self-assemble into a spherical 24-mer unit. The light-responsive module includes heterodimer proteins iLID and SspB, which are fused with FTH1 and FUS IDR (FUS\textsubscript{N}-SspB), respectively (Fig. 3c). Upon blue light irradiation, the cores act as both multimerizing scaffolds and diffusing IDR sinks, entrapping IDR containing-FUS\textsubscript{N}-SspB to drive phase separation. Intracellular condensates are produced by the FUS–Corelet system in 1–2 s after blue light illumination and reach a steady state in a few minutes (Fig. 3d). It is worth mentioning that Corelet system-induced LLPS is fully reversible for dozens of blue light on-off cycles.

### 3.3.3 PixELL system

Toettcher \textit{et al.} established an optogenetic PixELL system with light-responsive dissociative modules of PixD and PixE from \textit{Synechocystis}, which associate to generate FUS condensates in the dark with a PixD : PixE stoichiometry of 10 : 4 or 10 : 5 and dissociate upon blue light irradiation into dimers of FUS\textsubscript{N}-PixD and monomers of FUS\textsubscript{N}-PixE within seconds (Fig. 3e and f).\textsuperscript{76} With this methodology, light-induced disassembly of condensates with an asymmetric distribution of spatial patterns in cells can be established in minutes of light exposure, and it persisted for hours after removing the stimulus. Thus, the PixELLs system offers a long-term spatial memory compared with optoDroplets and Corelet systems, which have been applied in metabolic scenarios in living cells, such as cytoplasmic flow and cytoskeletal assembly/disassembly to drive asymmetric phenotypes, showing great potential for biological regulation.\textsuperscript{76}

---

**Fig. 3** LLPS modulation of FUS under light stimuli in vivo. (a) OptoDroplet system of FUS IDR–Cry2 protein induces LLPS under blue light stimuli. (b) Fluorescence microscopy images display light-activated assembly of optoFUS condensates in 293T cells before and after exposure for 225 s under 488 nm light. Reproduced from ref. 56 with permission, Copyright Elsevier (2017). (c) Corelet system facilitates phase separation of FUS through 24 IDR modules captured by each core upon blue light illumination. (d) Confocal microscopy images show photo-activated FUS Corelet-expressing HEK293 cells before and after irradiation for 150 s under 488 nm blue light. Reproduced from ref. 75 with permission, Copyright Elsevier (2018). (e) PixELLs system composed of FUS-PixD and FUS-PixE proteins that form clusters in dark and dissociate under blue light. (f) Representative fluorescence microscopy images show NIH-3T3 cells with the PixELLs system before and after 450 nm blue light irradiation. Reproduced from ref. 76 with permission, Copyright Elsevier (2018).
4. Modulation of FUS phase separation by molecular modulators

Molecular modulators are able to influence the protein–protein interactions by involving in FUS condensation as guest molecules. The readily designed molecular structures that are widely manufactured in industries endow molecular modulators with significant clinical potential, which circumvents the complex operation of genetic modification. The LLPS of FUS is (i) inhibited by 1,6-hexanediol, molecular chaperones and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and (ii) promoted by certain crowding agents. Moreover, FUS undergoes (iii) biphasic separation regulated by H⁺/OH⁻, ATP, nucleic acids and organic small molecules and (iv) reentrant phase separation with the addition of inorganic salts.

4.1 1,6-Hexanediol

1,6-Hexanediol has been widely used to disassemble biomolecular condensates probably by affecting the conformational ensemble of natural disordered proteins through breaking the hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4a). Alberti and his coauthors proved that liquid-like FUS coacervates are rapidly dissolved with the addition of hexanediol while solid-like protein aggregates are resistant in vitro (Fig. 4e). Also, 1,6-hexanediol is widely used to examine the liquid-like properties of membraneless organelles. More recently, it has been demonstrated that other alkanediols (such as 2,5-hexanediol and 1,5-pentanediol) with different lengths and configurations also impact protein solvation to disassemble the condensates of FUS LC.

4.2 Molecular chaperones

Molecular chaperones play a major role in maintaining proteostasis by assisting the refolding of proteins to ensure their function or by promoting the degradation of terminally misfolded proteins. Specifically, they may serve as inhibitors of FUS phase separation through preventing misfolded or...
abnormal aggregated proteins to modulate stress granules. Nuclear import receptors and small heat shock proteins (Hsps) are two kinds of typical molecular chaperone proteins for the regulation of the FUS phase behaviour.

4.2.1 Nuclear import receptor. Karyopherin-β2 (Kapβ2) as a protein to control the nuclear–cytoplasmic distribution of RNA-binding proteins (e.g., FUS) can inhibit LLPS of FUS mainly through interacting with the PY-NLS domain. The high affinity between Kapβ2 and PY-NLS drives the connection of the two proteins, blocking phase separation by disrupting self-association through multiple weak interactions (Fig. 4b and f). Besides PY-NLS, Kapβ2 also displays weak interactions with multiple regions of FUS, including the tyrosine repeats in the LC domain, the RGG elements and RRM/ZnF domains. In addition, other importin family members also inhibit FUS LLPS by replacing FUS PY-NLS with the corresponding cognate NLSs, such as the importin-α/importin-β (Impα/β) heterodimer and yeast Kap121.

4.2.2 Heat shock protein. Heat shock proteins (Hsps) found by the Liu group are capable of regulating LLPS and amyloid aggregation of FUS. These chaperones are crucial in folding of proteins, assembly of multiprotein complexes, transport/sorting of proteins into proper subcellular compartments, control of the cell cycle, and protection of cells against stress/apoptosis. Moreover, human Hsp40 proteins, i.e., class I (Hdj1) and II (Hdj2), are closely associated with membraneless organelles and identified in neurodegenerative diseases. The Hsp40 proteins have an intrinsic property to phase separate through their glycine/phenylalanine-rich region, thus incorporating into FUS-containing stress granules. In particular, the cation–π interaction between arginine of Hdj1 and tyrosine of FUS-LC promotes their cophase separation. Hdj1 further employs its glycine/phenylalanine-rich region, thus incorporating into FUS-containing stress granules. In particular, the cation–π interaction between arginine of Hdj1 and tyrosine of FUS-LC promotes their cophase separation. Hdj1 further employs its CTD to maintain the liquid state of FUS LC against amyloid aggregation.

4.3 Crowding agents

Crowding agents such as PEG, dextran, BSA and Ficoll are commonly used in FUS LLPS studies in vitro for promoting condensation by decreasing the Cs. The solutions with crowding agents are usually more stable in vivo than in vitro. For intercellular experiments, they are adjustable with an influence on the solvability of proteins. The pH of the system affects the protonation/deprotonation of protein residues, regulating the strength of intermolecular interactions and further influencing the phase separation. Generally, full-length FUS and FUS LC can form coacervates in acidic and alkaline buffers with a pH range from 3.5 to 8.0.

4.5 ATP

ATP has well-characterized functions in providing energy for biochemical reactions in vivo. Recent studies show that a high concentration of ATP in cells may also prevent protein aggregation. ATP possesses amphiphilicity due to the hydrophilic triphosphate group and the hydrophobic adenosine group and is capable of dissolving hydrophobic proteins as a hydrotrope. Thus, ATP can inhibit the formation of condensates in full-length FUS (Fig. 4d and h).

The Song laboratory demonstrated that ATP displays different regulatory effects for NTD, C-terminal domains (CTDs) and full-length of FUS. For the NTD, ATP acts as a hydrotrope that monotonically disassembles condensates through specifically binding between triphosphate chains and RGG residues, which is consistent with the results of full-length FUS, while for the CTD lacking the intrinsic capacity, ATP acts as a bivalent binder to modulate its LLPS in a concentration-dependent way. At low concentrations, ATP enhances the LLPS by specific binding with the arginine/lysine residues on CTDs. In contrast, excess ATP molecules disassemble condensates at high concentrations.

4.6 Organic small molecules

Organic small molecules with highly hydrophobic moieties and negatively charged groups, such as 4,4’-dianilino-1,1’-binaphthyl-5,5’-disulfonic acid (bis-ANS) and Congo red, have been developed as biphasic modulators for biocondensates. The bivalence of sulfonate groups allows them to act as small intermolecular scaffolds or transient, weak cross-links between protein molecules, which promote FUS LLPS at low concentrations. Meanwhile, the hydrophobic naphthalene groups synergistically induce condensation through enhancing π–π stacking. At high concentrations, negatively charged sulfonate groups are essential for the regulation, which drives decondensation by electrostatic repulsion.

4.7 Nucleic acids

ssDNA is proven to inhibit the LLPS of FUS NTD while acting as a biphasic modulator for the CTD, which shows similar properties to ATP. Importantly, ssDNA shows a much higher binding affinity to FUS RGG residues than ATP, which means that lower concentration of ssDNA is sufficient to replace the same effect of ATP. The complex coacervation of FUS and RNA is driven through non-specific electrostatic interaction and specific binding between diverse functional domains. The specific binding has been deciphered by Allain et al. who showed that RRM and ZnF regions are the structural basis for the recognition.
Additionally, the stoichiometry and structure (sequence and length) of RNA are the key to regulate FUS phase separation. First, when [FUS]:[RNA] > 1, LLPS is facilitated where RNA acts as scaffolds for the multimerization of FUS in vitro, while when [FUS]:[RNA] < 1, the excess RNA prevent FUS LLPS by suppressing interactions (Fig. 5a). In cells, nuclear RNA concentration is normally high enough to keep FUS soluble, which can be proved by the immediate condensation of FUS after micro-injecting RNase A into the nucleus of HeLa cells. Second, the sequence and length of RNA also greatly influence the LLPS of FUS. The specific binding motifs within the RNA sequence enhance multivalent interactions and drive synergistic phase separation. For example, the middle domain of NEAT1_2 contains multiple binding sites for FUS. Typically, short RNA is more potent in disassembling FUS condensates, while the long RNA requires much higher concentration to inhibit phase separation (Fig. 5b). The length dependence of RNA in controlling the binding of FUS has been investigated systematically by Myong et al. through the smFRET assay. The results indicate that long ssRNA allows the formation of FUS condensates by acting as scaffolds, while short one simply binds to single FUS monomers.

The nucleic acid-mimicking biopolymer poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) with similar properties to RNA also participates in the regulation of nucleic acid-related phase separation in cells. The PAR synthesized from NAD⁺ by the catalysis of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) interacts with the RGG2 domain of FUS, which drives LLPS of FUS to DNA damage sites to recruit the components for promoting double-strand break repair. On the other side, Myong et al. revealed that PAR seeds the homotypic FUS–FUS multimerization via a transient multivalent interaction with RGG domains without participation in coacervate formation. In this case, PAR runs a length-dependent catalyst-like mechanism that PAR chains with lengths comparable to those of RNA show one thousand times higher potency for promoting condensation than RNA in vitro.

4.8 Inorganic salts

Hydrophobic interaction is important to the LLPS of FUS due to the hydrophobic tyrosine residues, which make up 15% of sequence involving in most intermolecular or intramolecular hydrophobic contacts. An increase in salt concentration facilitates the phase separation of FUS. Hofmeister series are utilized to evaluate the effect of salts on the hydration of proteins. Generally, Hofmeister cations show little effect on LLPS of FUS, while monovalent Hofmeister anions follow the trend.

Reentrant phase separation of FUS mediated by inorganic salts was reported by the Knowles group, who showed that the condensates form at relatively low and high salt concentration while disappear in the mild-concentration region. The molecular interactions in the high-salt regime are fundamentally different from those driving LLPS in the low-salt regime. At high salt concentration, hydrophobic and non-ionic interactions are the main driving forces of phase separation, where electrostatics are screened out. At low salt concentrations without charge shielding, phase separation is driven by both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. The results were mapped out as a function of KCl concentration in the phase diagram (Fig. 5c). FUS forms condensates at a KCl concentration below ~125 mM and above 1.5 M, otherwise a well-mixed single phase is formed. Furthermore, the phase separation of FUS in the high-salt regime with the chloride salts shows that higher salt concentration is needed with cations later in the Hofmeister series (Fig. 5d).
FUS-derived protein by fusing a hexhistidine tag to the N-terminal of FUS LC (6His-FUS LC) exhibits a specific recognition of metal ions reported by our group recently.\textsuperscript{108} The dynamic LLPS of 6His-FUS LC is triggered by metal ion–histidine coordination and further inhibited by the competitive binding of chelators (e.g., EDTA and imidazole). The regulation of 6His-FUS LC by metal ions displays universality to nickel, zinc, copper and cobalt ions, which have been described to coordinate to histidine residues. Moreover, the metal ions with varying binding affinities can be used to adjust internal organization and molecular diffusivity within protein condensates.

5. Modulation of the FUS phase behaviour by altering protein structures

Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) and mutations of amino acid sequences serve as on/off switches of LLPS.\textsuperscript{39,109} More than half of proteins in eukaryotic cells undergo PTM to adjust the charge distribution, spatial conformation, intracellular localization, catalytic activity and protein–protein interaction.\textsuperscript{110} PTMs of FUS mainly include phosphorylation, methylation, and acetylation. Phosphorylation and methylation are mostly studied due to their ubiquitousness in natural cells and close combination with the modulation of phase separation to further affect the episode of neurodegenerative disease. The ALS/FTD-related PTM positions are summarized in Fig. 6a.\textsuperscript{111} Sequence mutation in FUS may lead to mislocalization, aggregation and RNA-binding disruption, and may also be a possible pathogenesis of ALS/FTD.\textsuperscript{112}

5.1 Phosphorylation

The FUS LC domain is rich in serine and tyrosine, which are prone to undergo phosphorylation by phosphoinositide 3-kinase-like kinases (PIKKs)\textsuperscript{113} and DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK).\textsuperscript{114} Phosphorylation regulates phase transition of FUS coacervates by altering the charge without changing the
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disordered structure. The phosphorylated FUS presents a significant increase in the number of negatively charged residues, which disrupts LC–LC intermolecular interactions, RNA-FUS interactions, and FUS abnormal aggregation (Fig. 6b).\textsuperscript{14} Besides, the reversible condensation of FUS LC is realized in temperature cycles of 4 °C and 30 °C and further regulated with phosphorylation by DNA-PK and dephosphorylation by calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) (Fig. 6c).\textsuperscript{52}

5.2 Methylation
Methylation usually acts on arginine residues in the FUS RGG motifs by protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs), which reduces the cation–π interactions between arginine and tyrosine in FUS NTD to modulate phase separation (Fig. 6d).\textsuperscript{115} It has been proved that hypomethylation of FUS is associated with FTD due to the transition of condensates into intermolecular β-sheet-rich hydrogel, which disrupts the RNP granule function and impairs protein synthesis. The degree of methylation of FUS displays a critical impact on the electrostatic function and impairs protein synthesis. The degree of methylation of FUS shows a higher binding affinity than dimethylated FUS to transportin-1 (TNPO1, i.e., Kapβ2), which electrostatically binds the RGG3. Therefore, regulating FUS methylation combined with TNPO1 levels to a normal state in vivo may lead to new therapies for ALS/FTD.\textsuperscript{91}

5.3 Acetylation
The N terminal of FUS can be acetylated by co-expressing with an N-terminal acetyltransferase (NatA complex) and co-factor acetyl-CoA (Fig. 6e).\textsuperscript{55} The acetylation results in a small change in the net charge of FUS LC from −2 to −3, while it does not change its secondary structure or local motions. Because of the increase in negative charges, the LLPS of FUS LC is slightly promoted. Moreover, the acetylated FUS LC shows lower tendency of solid-like aggregation. It is also noted that N-terminal acetylated full-length FUS cannot be obtained by co-expression of the NatA complex, which means that the rule of FUS LC acetylation may not apply to full-length FUS.

5.4 Sequence mutation
The mutation of tyrosine residues which participate in the cation–π interaction is used to modulate the FUS LLPS.\textsuperscript{117} Rosen et al. found that the number of tyrosine residues rather than the distribution has a crucial effect on the C\textsubscript{5} of LLPS. The aromaticity of tyrosine is critical since the threshold of phase separation significantly increases when replacing tyrosine with non-aromatic hydrophilic or hydrophobic amino acids, while less increase for the replacement of tyrosine with other aromatic amino acids. Moreover, computational methods combining a genetic algorithm with a sequence-dependent coarse-grained model and an all-atom model are also used for directional variations of amino acid sequence to promote or inhibit FUS LLPS.\textsuperscript{118}

Besides the abovementioned influence on the ability of FUS phase separation, the sequence mutations are also closely associated with the occurrence of neurodegenerative diseases.\textsuperscript{112} ALS/FTD-linked FUS mutations in arginine (e.g., R216C, R244C, R514G, R521C, and R521G) and glycine (e.g., G156E, G187S, G225V, G230C, and G399Y) residues have been demonstrated to lead the aggregation propensity in disease.\textsuperscript{103} For arginine mutants, loss of the positively charged arginine leads to defective binding of FUS and RNA, forming an altered configuration that has more potential to aggregate or grow into abnormally large condensates with less fluidity, while for glycine mutants, the decrease in the positive charges induces the generation of condensates showing accelerated loss of fluidity. Mutation of the FUS sequence also affects the protein–protein interaction.\textsuperscript{119} For example, glycine mutants can hardly interact with wild-type FUS, while arginine mutants form mixed condensates with wild-type FUS to restore the mutant defects.

6. Conclusions and perspective
Biocondensates formed by LLPS participate in a variety of cellular activities. Although our understanding of the dynamic assembly and physiological functions of condensates is still in its infancy, the investigations of intra- and intercellular modulation of LLPS have shed light on it. In this review, we summarized the approaches for regulating LLPS of FUS from three practical perspectives: physical stimuli, biochemical modulators and protein structure changes. Physical stimuli show insignificant alteration of the original composition of the system while may bring side effects to cellular functions. Molecular modulators as flexible tools adjust the LLPS and LSPT by affecting multivalent interactions, which are promising for clinical application to prevent diseases. PTM and protein subsequence mutation are the inherent LLPS regulatory mechanisms in living systems, which alter the structure, charge, aromaticity, and hydrophobicity and influence the combination of molecular modulators with proteins.

Aberrant phase separation and solid-like transition of biomolecules have been implicated in the neurodegenerative diseases. Systematically summarizing the regulation methods of FUS LLPS provides a basic pathway for phase separation research and will be further extended to other LLPS-related proteins and diseases. Despite that these phase separation proteins obey distinct molecular grammars, regulation modes, aggregation forms, and have distinct phase behaviours, novel strategies for drug development and therapeutic treatment including identification of molecules that modulate phase separation and transition and alteration of enzymes that associate with PTM have been provided. In the future, these regulatory methods can be systematically integrated with proteomic, transcriptomic, imaging, genetic, and epidemiologic data to explore the pathogenesis of abnormal phase transitions, propose potential therapeutic targets and prevent and treat these diseases, and to guide drug screening strategies.
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